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VINEYARDS Controlled vineyards in Manchuela

Wine with a geographic indication (Vino de la Tierra de Castilla, A.O.C.)

VITICULTURE

YIELD

HARVEST

Under the classification Vinos de la Tierra, Dominio de Eguren is

distinguished from the rest of the wineries by its rigorous selection of

vineyards situated in fabulous settings in the best production areas of

Spain, advanced in age (45 years old vinyards) and with limited yield.

Care and work in the vineyard respectful with the environment, without

using any element of synthesis (herbicides, fungicides, etc.). Only

natural elements and minimal intervention to maintain an ecosystem of

great life and balance both flora and microbial.

ECOLOGICAL CERTIFICATE BY ENEEK.

Average yield: 35 Hls/Ha.

Harvest Date:  Last week of September of 2018.

VARIETIES Macabeo (60%), Airén (30%) and Verdejo (10%)

WINE MACERATION: Cold soaked 6 hours 

FERMENTATION: Settled; temperature control between 16 and 18º C 

(61 and 64º F).  

STABILIZATION: cold stabilized 

WINEMAKER Marcos Eguren

“An everyday wine. Best-value.”

Marcos Eguren

VINTAGE:

The 2017 vintage concluded with little rainfall, the last few months being drier than usual. 2018 began with a cold and rainy winter, with

abundant precipitation in the form of snow. By the start of the spring more rain had fallen than in many complete cycles.

Spring brought cool temperatures, slightly below average, and abundant rainfall. The vineyard developed and grew slowly until mid-May.

At that time there was a rise in the mercury, such that the vegetation grew quickly and sturdily. Abundant intermittent rains led to mild

attacks of mildew, such that copper treatments had to be administered with great care and precision.

The summer was dry, particularly the months of July and August, though in the middle of the latter month 15 mm fell, greatly bolstering

the process in the vineyard and the grape. September saw mild temperatures, was sunny, and had virtually no rain, which meant that the

maturation process was slow, progressive and complete, with very healthy clusters, larger than in a normal year, being harvested. In some

cases, special care had to be taken due to some instability in the composition of the must.


